
Crochet Bread Basket with Romantic Rose Fabric
Instructions No. 604
 Difficulty: Beginner

This bread basket in country house style is made of coarse Jute yarn crochet and gets its stability from figure wire. With an inlay of romantic rose fabric it will
decorate every breakfast table.

Here's how it works  

Basket bottom
Crochet 4 air stitches with Jute yarn and crochet hook size 7.0 mm, form a ring with one stitch. Continue crocheting in spirals, i.e. without closing every single
round with a warp stitch. Mark the beginning of the rows with a coloured thread.
Crochet 8 firm stitches in the ring, then double each stitch.
In the next round double every 2nd stitch, then every 3rd stitch, every 4th stitch, etc. until the desired size of the bottom is reached. Then cut the Jute yarn and
stitch the thread.
Tip: With the strong Jute yarn it is easier if you crochet only in the back stitch link. This also gives you a nice relief pattern 

Side walls of the basket
Put on the beginning of the figure wire and crochet with pink Cotton yarn and crochet hook size 4.0 with firm stitches around the plate from Jute yarn . Crochet
a firm stitch with cotton in each stitch from Jute yarn , crochet an air stitch between the firm stitches.
In the following rounds crochet the fixed stitches always between the fixed stitches of the previous round.
After 5 rounds cut the figure wire with a strong side cutter, but leave the pink Cotton yarn hanging.
Now crochet 2 rounds with Jute yarn and crochet hook size 7.0, then again 2 rounds with crochet hook size 7.0 and Cotton yarn.
At last crochet a round of firm pink stitches around the edge as a finish 
Pull all threads inwards, fix the end of the figure wire under the bottom with hot glue.

For the lining from Cotton fabric measure the inner diameter as well as the circumference and height of the basket and cut a corresponding circle and
rectangle with 1 cm seam allowance from the fabric 
Sew the rectangle around the circle, missing the ends 
Fold an approx. 7 cm wide strip of fabric lengthwise to the left and sew it around the inlay in approx. 4 cm wide folds.



The bottom of the crochet basket is crocheted in
rounds.

By crocheting figure wire into the side edges the
basket gets its strength.

Dear sewer, as fabrics are seasonal goods and we always want to have trendy fabrics in stock for you, it can happen that the sewn fabric is no longer in our
range.

In our fabric section you will find a large selection of great fabrics. Click here to discover all the fabrics.

This idea is timelessly beautiful!
Some Article are unfortunately no longer available 

But this idea is too good to withhold from you. We would be happy to continue to present it to you - let
yourself be inspired!

Article number Article name Qty
650380 Figure wire, Ø 6 mm 1
13988 Jute cord "Basic"Brown 1
374330 VBS Crochet hook set "5 mm - 10 mm", 5 pcs. 1
391085 Cotton fabric "Gent", country house flowers 0.2
132770 Professional - Scissors "Finny Alpha" 1
970020 VBS Side cutter 1
360364 Measuring tape, 150 cm 1
391214 Gütermann sewing thread set "All-purpose sewing thread", 7 x 100 m 1

Article information:

https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/fabrics-and-sewing-accessories/fabrics-a-z/
https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/fabrics-and-sewing-accessories/fabrics-a-z/
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